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The In tergovernm entai Conference and its Implications for Canada.

Introduction:

The. European Union may be said to have had corrmon external policies, if flot a conmon
foreign and security policy, since its inception. The Paris Treaty that cstablished the Buropean
Coal and Steel Comnmunity and the Rome Treaties that established the.European Econoniic'
Community and EUJRATOM made provision for the external implications of the competencies
conferred on the Communities by the. treaties to be covered by common policies. These policies
were to be deterrnined by the joint poficy-malcing procedures of the Communities and
administered and implemented through the agencies of the Hligh Anthority and the Commiùssion
(afier the. 1965 Merger Treet by a singe, unified Commission). Indeed, even before the EBC
formerly came into existence, and ten years before the. establishment of a cornmon macernal tarift



that may have few direct consequences for any particular third party should be assessed against

their potential effects on the world economy and international trading system. Canada, along wîth

ail other major international traders cannot be indffeérent to developments within the Union.

The current Jntergovernmental Conference, which was launched in Turin on March 29,

1996, has a very broad agenda. Most items concerni institutional and political reform, and the

resolution of which, or non-resolution as the case may be, will be of considerable significance to

the future political evolution of the Union. However, it is important to note that two of the more

salient issues on the Union's current agenda, notably monetary union and the prospect of further

enlargement, lie outside of the scope of the IGTC. The conunitment to EMtJ was undertaken at

Maastricht, and guidelines for another round of enlargement have been developed at subsequent

meetings of the European Council. Nonetheless, it is also fair to note that the IGC is taking place

in the shadow of these issues, and that they have become politically linked to the more

contentious items being deait with by the Conférence. lIn turn, these linkages are symptomatic of a

more fundamental issue: namely différences among the member states (or "partners" as the

members now refer to one another), over the eventual political character of the Union. lI the view

of a number of observers the point is being reached where it will be no longer possible to "fudge"

différences over this question. The comment, attributed ta Valery Giscard d'Estaing, that progress

in the building of Europe "lias always been at the price of maintainig a persistent ambiguity as to

its ultimate destination" now conftonts the fact that a combination of internai developments and

external changes deniands a more explicit answer to the question of where the Union is going.

Internally, the degree of economic integration achieved i the European Community, and

more importantly the degree of supranationaiism. involved i its management, have flilfilled, many

of the expectations of neo-functionalist theory concerning the "spillover" effect of functional

integration into "Ixigli politics". It is not simply that the European Union represents a clear case of

the contemporary blurring of domestic and foreign policy, but that national policies li bath

domains are increasingly shaped by membership li the Union. lI many cases, even in issue areas

not specifically spelled out as fing within Community or Union competence, it is difficuit ta

draw a distinction between national and European policies. Ths result lias been encauraged by a

long standing "Europeanist" agenda that bas been furthercd by the fact that li différent ways and

at différent times ta it has served key iterests within the member states. This agenda has had also

a transnational appeal and crucial institutional support in the Commission and i the Buropean

Parliament. hn short, the process has nat been as automatic or inevitable as neofixnctionalist theory



that is at the heart of the so called "democratic deficit". The IGC is supposed to address this issue,
but the proposais on the table, such as increasing the powers of the European Parliament,
extending the use of qualified majority voting, and altering the relationship between the Council,
Commission, and Parliament, even in the unlikely event that they were ail accepted, woutd in
practice flot address the problem. Again, a solution would require a more definitive agreement on
a political programme for the Union than presently exists or is likely to appear. Continued
progress in the direction of economic and political union requires political support, and it is by no
means certain that such support wýill be forthcoming. Moreover, the process coutd be reversed if
governments become politically vuinerable to policies deterrnined ini Brussels. Rather than the
European idea legitimizing and consolidating the liberal-democratic state in Western Europe as it
dîd during the crucial period of reconstruction following the Second World War,3 some
governments are now in danger of being threatened by it. As many commentators have pointed
out, the idea of a common foreign and security policy goes to the heart of traditionat conceptions
of sovereignty.

Briefly summarized, the externat developments bearing on the CFSP are related to the
transformed political and strategic environruent that has emerged following the ending of the Cold
War. The ending of the armed confrontation between East and West and the associated collapse
of the Communist system in Europe have challenged many of the conceptual foundations on
which the European enterprise was constructed. NATO's central security rote is being redefined,



E-urope with an unambiguous "political vocation".' It also confronts the issue of what kind of

Europe would be capable of expressing such a vocation fiully in political and security terms.
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effective responsibility of the committee chaired by Viscount Davignon was to propose means by
which the "Six" could co-ordinate their foreîgn policies. The resuit was the Davignon Report
which was presented to a conference of foreign m-inisters in Luxembourg in October, 1970. For ai
of the rhetoric contained within the report what Davignon actually proposed was extremely
modest. The appellation "European Political Cooperation" was really the only substantive,
concession to the ostensible goal of moving dloser to political unification. Foreign ministers would
meet twice a year to discuss an agenda prepared by political directors (the Political Committee),
who would meet normally four times a year. Authorization was given to the Political Comrnittee
to set up working groups and commission expert studies. Finally a follow-on report was to be
made within two years of EPC coming into operation.

This second report was presented in Copenhagen in July, 1973. This codified existing
practices that diverged from those laid down in the original Davignon Report. The fact that
ministers and the Political Comznittee had met more or less when it was believed that the occasion
demanded rather than on the limnited occasions set out at Luxembourg was recognized, as was the
emergence of the "Group of European Correspondents" whose main task is to draft the
conclusions ofntinisterial and Political Comniittee meetings. The London Report of 1981 broke
some new ground in that the participation of the Commnission in ail aspects of the EPC was
accepted, although ini order to reinforce concemrs about the intergovernmental character of EPC
being diluted the wording of the Report sought to ensure that the Commission would flot thereby
establish any institutional competence with respect to EPC. Finally, foreshadowing the Single
European Act, in accepting the report the foreign ministers agreed "to maintain the flexible and
DraLymatic aoDroach which bas made it possible to discuss in Political Cooperation certain



significant way, rather, like the London Report, it largety codifled and tidied up practices and

înstitutional procedures that had grown up over the previous eight years.
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positions, which imposed a general obligation on member states to ensure that their policies
conform to any common position adopted, and joint actions, which require memiber states to, act
in agreed ways in support of common positions. Whereas EPO led to few joint actions other than
the imposition of sanctions in a number of cases (which, of course, invoked Commuity miles and
procedures and the Commission), the scope of joint actions has widened somewhat under the
CFSP. These have ranged from con'îiitments to the European Stability Pact to measures to
promote nuclear non-proliferation. Overali, though, the chief impact of EPC/CFSP bas been on
the development of transgovernmentai consultation on foreign policy and the resulting
formulation of what may be termed collective interests.

Arguably, it is this aspect of the CFSP tbat bas had greater consequence for third parties
than the substance of such conimon policies as have been agreed. This emphasis on consultation
and institution building bas meant that the CFSP bas had an introspective character; more politicai
energy has been spent on trying to reach consensus than on projecting that consensus externally
once it bas been reached. This, to say the least, has frequently been a source of frustration to non-
members. Ini many cases it is not the substance of the CFSP that causes concern, but the process
itseWf which makes it very difficult for outsiders to gain a hearing on matters that affect them.
Moreover, the process of reaching common positions is much. easier when the Union can
determine the timing and content of the foreign policy agenda; when, however, members of the
Union must respond to the agenda of others, then the CFS? frequently breaks down. For
outsiders, it is offen difficult: to engage in a productive way the members of the Union coliectively,
thus requiring a fait back to bilateral representations which frequently are less than satisfàctory.



place in an institutional and procedural framework that would "enable the distinct character of the

European entity to be respected." In 1976, the Tindemans Report made the point explicitly by

calting for members to present a united front to the outside world and to act in common in ail the

main fields of their external relations. Lt would be fair to say that in the past these

recommendations have been honoured as much in their breach as ini their acceptance. For

example, ini international organizations such as the U.N there appears to be no strong record of

common voting.' This of course is in stark contrast to matters that fail within the Commnon

Commercial Policy where the Commission negotiates on the basis of a common position for the

Union as a whole.

flot previ



country holding the Union presidency. This has been alleviated somewhat by the development of
the "troika' system whereby the incumbent presidency is assisted by the previous and successor
presidencies, but for third parties the absence of a consistent and adequately staffed point of
contact is a problemr. The CFSP Secretariat within the Council Secretariat is too small and the
rote of the Commnission in assisting the presidency, although recognized in the Treaty on
European Union, remains in practice highly circumscribed. The inadequacy of present
arrangements for representation has been widely if flot universally recognized by thec memrber
states, and one item on the agenda of the current IGC concernis the possibility of appointing a
CFSP HiEgh Representative to act under a speciflc mandate fromn the European Council or Council
ofMNinisters. Whether this suggestion will be accepted is unclear, but it cari be predicted with-
confidence that the CFSP will receive enhanced organizational and institutional support.

The Agenda of the IGC & the CFSP:

Section Ill of the Presidential draft of proposcd revisions to thec Treaty on Buropean
presented to the Dublini European Council i December 1996 speils out the issues facing
"with respect to the CFSP. The overail objective, to which every member state subscribes,

ake thec external policies of the Union "more coherent, effective and visible." Where
ices arise is over how this is to be best achicved. An analysis of these differences is bcvond

.on policies will be adopted, nor wi thcy
ent on a common forciRan volicv of broader



3] The responsibility of the presidency for the implementation of common policies
and for their representation in international fora will flot change. However, a number of
suggestions are on the table for strengtheming the capacxty of the presidency to undertake these
tasks.

4] As part of the effort to make the formulation of cornmon foreign and security
policies more timely and appropriate to changing circumstances, it is likely that a policy planning
and early warning capability wilI be established. The composition of this organization is Iikely to

include personnel seconded from member states, the Council Secretariat, the Commission, and, in
the Irish draft, from the W.EU as well.

5] Provision for the appointment of one or more special representatives having

responsibility for various aspects of the CFSP also have been suggested. These suggestions may
be grouped with the proposal that a CFSP "Fhgh Authority" be appointed. If this route is taken,
then the day-to-day responsibilities of the presidency will be affected.

6] The general obligation to support common positions "in a spirit of loyalty and
mutual solidarity" is likely to be reinforced by a more general comnmitment to do so with respect



third parties to overcome. The only way to avoid titis would involve a very substantial extension
of qualifled majority voting i the determnination of the CFSP together with more strictly deflned
common positions. Th.is wiIl flot happen ini any current policy relevant time ftame.

Whatever thie form of the legal documents that eventually emerge ftrom the IGC, it is likely
that in future the CFSP will have a more public profile that has been the case in the past and that it
wilI have stronger institutional support in the Coundil and ini the Commission. Whether this wi1
resuit in more effective policies is uncertain. lI particular, the interface between security and
defence policy will be par-ticularly problematic for many member governiments. Nonetheless, and
bearing ini mind that flhc ultimate fate of the IGC's deliberations will be hostage to political
decisions and issues beyond the scope of its mandate, it is likely that thie CFSP wiIl have an
increasing, even if only incremental, impact on third parties.

Issues and Options for Canada:

(1 withi more
broad headings. The
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defections in the Council ofMNinisters. Despite the commnitment spelled out in the Treaty on

European Union to "support the Union's external .. policy actively and unreservedly in a spirit of

loyalty and mutual solidarity ...I , the U.K. and others demonstrated on this particular issue that

frequently Union "solidarity" is littie more than a rhetorical device. Nonetheless, Canadian

interests were comproniised by the fact that there is a Common Fisheries Policy as they have been

by other aspects of the Commnunity's policies. This incident illustrates very well the frequently

permeable boundaries between "Pillai P', the European Community, and "Pillar II", the Common

Foreign and Security Policy. Parenthetically, the IGC is ikely also to strengthen "PiUlar rn",
Justice and Hlome Affairs, again with consequences for third parties. The difficulties occasioned

by the fisheries dispute did not arise from the CFSP s0 much as from other aspects of the Union's

external policies.

This is not the case with what may be termed the structural implications of the CFSP. As

has been alluded to already, the institutional basis of the CFSP, the internai processes of

consultation and decision-maing, and the limited consensus amongst the member states on many

foreign policy issues, make it very dîfficuit for third parties to gain a hearing for their own

particular concernis. It is not simply a problem of the adequacy of consultative mechanisms,

although this is a problem for Canada, but that as yet the CFSP neither in substance or ini form can

be said to constitute a foreign and security policy. To paraphrase Davignon, the Union may have

secured for itself a political vocation, but it is a long way from establishing itself as a polity. For

third parties the suai zeneris nature of the CFSP is a problem in itselt as it is for that matter with

Sthe



represented by Brussels and the CFSP, and the United States. Ever since the "Gyninich"
understanding of April 1974, whereby the United States was to be informed of developments in
the EPC in sufficient time for the United States to react and attempt to influence them,
Washington has had privileged access to the formulation of Europe's common foreign policy.
Canada simply does flot have the saine kind of consultative access.

From the structural and strategic perspective, for Canada the problem of access to the
European decision making process and of ensuing adequate consultation is crucial. Canada has
sought to address this problein through a number ofjoint declarations and agreements."0

Noteworthy about these declarations and agreements is their emphasis on commercial and
technological matters and their lack of detailed. consultative arrangements at the officiai, level. Ini
this respect, how the 1990 Joint Declaration and Action Plan are iniplemented will be an
important determrinant of how effectively Canada can prosecute its interests in the Union. At the
strategic level, both the 1976 Framework Agreement and the 1990 Declaration on Canada-E
Relations suffered from neglect on both sides, and it is difficuit to argue that cither has had a
substantial effect on the substanice and character of the Canada-EU relationship. This would also
appear to be truc of the arrangements on political dialogue agreed in 1988.

What, then, are the options for Canada?

1] Acceptance of the status quo: After ail, the content of the CFSP has proved to be a non-
problera for Canada. A continuation of the practice of responding pragmaticaily to issues as they
arise would appear to be adequate to the protection of Canadian interests. However, stich a policy
would not address, except by default, the structural and strategic implications for Canada of the

by the



2] Reinforce links with Washinto.n: On the assumption that Canada~s relations with the

Union will continue to be multidimensional in their scope, it is in Canada's interests to reinforce

links with Washington With respect to issues of mutual interest concerning the European Union.

That is, Canada should seek to benefit from Washington's privileged access to the CFSP process.

Admittedly, this will flot be easy. The attempt by Canada to associate itself with the U. S. -Union

Joint Declaration and Action Plan in a trilateral arrangement was rebuffed by both the Americans

and the Europeans. The best that could be done was to conduct negotiations with the Union in

parallel with those of the United States. Even this approach was thrown off course by the fisheries

dispute, and the Canadian-Union agreements were flot officially signed off until a year after those

involving the United States. Nonetheless, there are structural and strategic matters of mutual

interest, as well as shared commercial concernis, and an attempt to rnaintain a close liaison with

Washington inight have a multiplier effect on Canadian diplomacy.

3] Coalition building: There are aspects of the transatlantic relationship that are susceptible to

coalition building between Ottawa and members of the European Union. There is a long tradition

of Canadian policy seeking to couniterbalance U. S. policies that are problematic for Canada by

forming coalitions with like-rninded European partniers. The object, most of the time, bas not been

confrontation, but to associate Canada with a consensus that spans the Atlantic. This has been at

the core of Canadian diplomacy in NATO and elements of the approach might be successfiul even

in the very different political and institutional context of the EU. Here again, this requires a

coninitment and the resources to reinforce and build upon existing consultative mechanisms.



The relationshîp of the WEU to the Union is one on which there are considerable
differences between the member states. SimpLifý'ing a complicated story, there are those who
would ernphasize the WEU as the defence instrument of the Union, while others see the WEU as
an institutional expression of the European pillar in NATO. The WEU is thus at present being
pulled between two very different conceptions of what a European Security and Defence Identity
(ESDI) should amount to. As long as Canada has defence obligations and not simply security
interests in Europe, then it is not in Canada's interest to sec the alliance converted into a bilateral
arrangement between the Union on one side of the Atlantic and the North American powers on
the other. The development of a genuine common defence policy by the Union would run couniter
to the historic definition of Canada's strategic interests. NATO provides the best forum for
Canada in which a multilateral and transatlantic conception of defence needs can be expressed.
Here, again, there are opportunities for the building of coalitions that do not conform to a
European-North Arnerican axis.

6] Multilateral approach to the CFSP: On many issues that arise under the European
Community pillar of the Union, Canada has found it advantageous to cooperate with other nations
sharing a common concern. In the event of the Union adopting policies under the CFSP that
create problems for Canada then the possibility of a multilateral démarche should be explored. A
strategy of this kind would be crucially dependent on the effectiveness of the consultative process
with the Europeans, and on the possession of adequate political intelligence. Options [1] and [2]
are relevant to this task.

7] Group of Seven: One important vehicle that is available to Canadian diplornacy is the
G7fP8. Whatever happens to th.is forum (there are a variety of suggestions on the table that
warrant a separate paper), there are opportunities for Canada to influence the agenda in ways that
emnphasize Canadian-European relations. It is a question of Canadian priorities.

8] Salience of Europe in Canada: These priorities in turn will be affected by how much
political elites and opinion-makers emphasize mnterests in Europe. There is a crucial task for
political leadership in deterrnining whether Europe is perceived as remaining relevant in important
Ways to Canada. This wvill require constant attention. The 1990 Declaration, for example, wili be



Conclusions:

The evolution of the CFSI>, especially smnce the Treaty on European Union, can be

understood as one element in the major political changes that have occurred in the AtlantiC area.

These systernic changes have had major political and strateglc impact on Canada. However, as a

single element of change, so far the CFSP has had littie impact on the outside world in general and

on Canada in particular. Indeed the Cornmon Foreign and Security Policy 15 distinguishable froni

its predecessor the EPC only in its titte. Thus the OFSP can be considered at most a latent

problem for Canada. The CFP is sixnply one aspect of the larger relationship that Canada bas

with the European Union. This being the case, then any problerns that ight by caused by the

CFSP would best be handle4 within the framnework of an overail Canadian strategy for its

relations with Europe. Attempts to maintain the distinction between commercial and political

relationships with Europe ln operationat ternis offen difficult to maintain. A~ coordinated approach

towards the Union is possible despîte the problematic structure of the CFSP with respect to the

relationship wlth the other two "pillars? of the Union. Ultiznately, whether Canada successfully

develops such a coordinated strategy will depend on the political effort and conmutmet made by

Canadian governments and on the key elernents of the Canadian public continuing to believe ln th(

importance of the transatlantic connection.
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